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This memorandum summarizes the results of an analysis of the geomorphic risks associated 
with a project (the Project) that proposes to remove face and toe rock from a portion of the 
TransCanada levee located on the left bank of the White River near river mile (RM) 9.3. The 
Project is located on property owned by King County and is proposed as a companion project 
to the repair of the Stuck River Drive revetment located approximately 1.5 miles downstream 
of the project area. The purpose of the Project is to pre-emptively remove face and toe rock 
from the eroding levee, resulting in locally restored fluvial processes and improved aquatic and 
riparian habitat in the reach. This analysis evaluates existing geologic and geomorphic hazards 
present in the project area, the risks those hazards pose to private property in the project area, 
and whether additional risk is likely to result from the Project.  

Background 
The TransCanada levee was constructed in the 1950s and originally consisted of an 
approximately 2.4 mile-long earthen levee revetted with angular rock riprap. It protected 
property planned for residential development and a pipeline owned by the TransCanada 
pipeline company. Beginning in the 1970s, the White River breached the levee in several 
places, and the facility is no longer continuous. King County manages the remaining portion of 
intact levee that extends from RM 8.2 to 9.3. King County owns property behind the existing 
and former levee between RM 8.9 and 9.5 (see Figure 1). King County purchased the property 
with the intent of preserving open space and providing for salmon habitat restoration while 
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reducing flood risk through a future levee setback project (King County 2011). About 2,160 
feet of intact levee remain on the King County property. 
 
Four levee setback alternatives were evaluated in a feasibility study (FS) for the TransCanada 
levee segment situated on the King County property under a Salmon Recovery Funding Board 
grant (King County 2011). The FS evaluated flood and erosion hazards (including channel 
migration) and sediment delivery changes for the four alternatives. Alternative 2, which was 
identified in the FS as the preferred alternative, included levee face and toe rock removal along 
approximately 0.4 miles of levee, no levee prism removal, and construction of four engineered 
log jams (ELJs) and a buried revetment at the downstream end of the site. A 30 percent design 
of Alternative 2 was presented in an appendix to the feasibility study. Data and analyses from 
the feasibility study are still relevant today because site conditions have changed very little 
since 2009 when flood flows on the White River were severely curtailed by reduced releases 
from Mud Mountain Dam. 
 
The proposed Project is most similar to Alternative 2 as presented in the FS (King County 
2011), although reduced in length and without the ELJs or the downstream buried revetment. 
The Project similarly proposes to remove up to 400 linear feet of face and toe rock from the 
upstream end of the levee (as compared to over 2,000 feet removed by FS Alternative 2). The 
levee prism, trees and other woody vegetation in the project area will be left intact as much as 
possible to allow for natural recruitment by the river through channel migration processes. 
Restoration of these processes is expected to improve aquatic habitat conditions. 
 
Site Characterization 
This section describes the existing physical conditions including geology and geomorphic 
processes active at the project site and surrounding area, as well as some of the history of recent 
geomorphic change. The White River flows from southeast to northwest through the project 
area, entering a large radius, left meander bend with the apex at the downstream end of the 
King County property at about RM 9.1 (Figure 1). Topography in the project area consists of a 
broad floodplain that is between 2,500 and 3,000 feet wide, about 200 feet elevation above sea 
level and bordered by steep valley walls that are up to 150 feet high. The White River currently 
flows along the far right side of the valley and floodplain and is in contact with the toe of the 
right valley slope between RM 8.2 (at the Auburn Wall diversion structure) and RM 9.3. 
 
Site Geology 
Surficial geology was mapped at a scale of 1:24,000 for the Auburn Quadrangle in 1965 by the 
USGS (Mullineaux, 1965) and is shown in Figure 2. Site reconnaissance completed by King 
County River and Floodplain Management Section (RFMS) geologists in January and March 
2020 focused on identifying and characterizing the geologic materials that are exposed on the 
steep valley wall that is also the right bank of the river from RM 9.3 to 9.1. Because the bluffs 
are very steep, photographs of a typical section is a good supplement to the geologic map to 
illustrate the geologic composition of the bluffs. Geologic characteristics of the right bank 
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bluffs are shown in Figures 3 through 5. Contacts between units are highlighted in Figures 3 
and 4, and additional weathering and erosion characteristics are shown in Figure 5. 
 
Geologic units that comprise the site materials consist of Quaternary age glacial and fluvial 
sediments. The following descriptions, from oldest to youngest, are summarized from 
Mullineaux, 1965 and include the interpreted locations of each unit as observed during 2020 
site visits: 
 

Qid – Quaternary Intermediate Drift: Includes clayey till sheets deposited by older, 
pre-Fraser Puget glacial lobe, separated by and locally overlain by lacustrine sand, silt, 
and clay, and relatively thin, lenticular deposits of fluvial sand and gravel. Maximum 
known thickness is about 300 feet. Outcrop areas on valley walls are characterized by 
many small and some large landslides.  
 
This unit is present at the toe of the right valley slope in the project area at the river’s 
water line (see Figures 3 and 4). Fresh exposures are gray in color and the glacially-
overridden sediment is hard, highly cohesive, has very low permeability and weathers 
prominently with a massive to blocky fracture pattern. Larger failures consist of small 
gravity slab or block failures. 
 
Qss – Quaternary Salmon Springs Drift (correlated to Qpf, pre-Fraser glacial 
deposits): Chiefly fluvial sand and gravel and a lense of till deposited by the pre-Fraser 
Puget glacial lobe, and thin [interglacial?] beds of silt, clay, and peat. Partly well sorted, 
locally contains tight silt and clay matrix. Thickness generally is 50 feet.  
 
This unit overlies the Intermediate Drift and occurs midslope on the right valley wall. 
Some bedding was observed in the sand and gravel layers which are stained darker 
where groundwater is seeping out of the slope. Much of the unit is cohesive and fresh 
exposures are dark gray. The sediment is very dense/hard, having been glacially 
overridden, and it holds very steep slopes. Slope failures are more fluid than the 
Intermediate Drift and smaller debris flow failures contain silty sand and gravel with 
boulder-sized blocks of silt/clay material. 
 
Qg – Quaternary undifferentiated Vashon Glacial Drift: Outwash sand and gravel, 
and till. A discontinuous sheet of till underlain and overlain by discontinuous layers of 
outwash sand and gravel.  
 
In the project area, this unit consists of hard gray glacial till that comprises the top of 
the right valley slope. The till is highly cohesive and holds a very steep slope, weathers 
prominently and has similar, blocky slab-like failure characteristics as the older 
Intermediate Drift.  
 
Qpv – Quaternary Vashon Stade Proglacial (Recessional) Outwash: Mostly well-
sorted, sandy pebble-and-cobble gravel deposited along and beyond retreating front of 
Puget glacial lobe by large ice-marginal stream that included melt water from Puget 
lobe and discharge from rivers draining the Cascade Range. Virtually unweathered. 
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Linear, terraced, cut-and-fill deposits formed in troughs in ground moraine and outwash 
plain beyond ice front. Generally 10 to 50 feet thick and grades westward to delta 
deposits.  
 
This material overlies glacial till on the right valley slope downstream of the project 
area at RM 9.1. The steeply sloped, unconformable contact (see Figure 3) between this 
unit and the underlying older glacial units is a cut-and-fill trough described above by 
Mullineaux (1965). Granular and non-cohesive with bedding visible, this material holds 
a shallower slope than the glacial materials, close to 30 or 35 degrees. Landsliding in 
this unit forms large, arcuate failures with rills, gullies and debris chutes well-developed 
(Figure 3). Groundwater perches at the base of this unit at the contact with underlying 
low-permeability till. 
 
Qom – Quaternary Osceola Mudflow: unsorted and unstratified sand to cobbles in 
clayey matrix from 5,600 year old lahar originating on Mt. Rainier. This unit is present 
on the plateau above the right valley slope and is shown in Figure 2 but it was not 
observed on the slopes within the study area. 
 
Qaw – Quaternary alluvium, White River: Bouldery cobble and pebble-cobble 
gravel and sand deposited by White River. Contains glassy volcanic material. This 
material comprises the left floodplain and the bed and bars within the active channel.  

 
Slope Processes 
Geomorphic slope processes are active on the steep, right valley wall above the right bank of 
the White River (see Figure 6). The slope is about 150 feet high and slope estimates range from 
71 percent to over 100 percent in some areas (based on LiDAR measurements). Slope profiles 
from four locations along the project reach are shown in Figure 7 and include approximate 
locations of the geologic materials that comprise the slope. Slope processes observed include 
colluvial development, raveling, rilling, gullying, and mass wasting. Mass wasting includes 
shallow debris slides and debris flows within the project area. One larger, deep-seated landslide 
identified by King County in 2016 as part of the river corridor mapping study is mapped 
upstream of the project area from about RM 9.4 to 9.65, as shown in Figures 1 and 2 (King 
County 2016). The geologic materials at the location of the mapped, deep-seated landslide are 
similar to those at the project site but slope conditions are different, including river-slope 
interactions. 
 
Slope failures at the toe of the slope in contact with the White River are shallow debris slides. 
Based on a review of the regional geologic mapping by Mullineaux (1965) and the site visits, 
the geologic materials that are most exposed to river erosion at the toe of the right valley slope 
throughout the project area and downstream consist of hard/very dense, cohesive glacial silts 
and clays with minor sand and gravel in the matrix. This material has been glacially overridden 
and has very low permeability and high strength under unsaturated conditions. It erodes by 
weathering and gravity failure that originates along small fractures formed parallel to the steep 
bank face; failures are characteristically small and blocky. Although riverine processes 
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continually wet the surface of this material, its low permeability allows it to maintain bulk 
cohesion and strength. 
 
Two other types of slope failure were observed to be active in the project reach (see Figures 3 
and 5). Small, shallow colluvial debris slides that consist of sloughing of surface soil, debris 
and vegetation including large trees, are common on the slope. Colluvial debris slides are 
gravity-induced and occur on a planar surface parallel to the slope where the accumulation of 
surface material overlies a stronger substrate. Shallow debris flow slides are very similar to 
colluvial debris slides and the material is more fluid, concentrates in a flow-path or gully, and 
the deposit spreads out as it exits the flow path. Debris flow slides may include a surface or 
groundwater component in slide initiation. Debris flow slides were observed originating from 
the mid and upper slopes in geologic units that include a mixture of granular (sand and gravel) 
and finer material. The largest of these types of failures was observed at RM 9.1 where a large 
thickness of non-cohesive outwash sediment overlies glacial till. Groundwater seeps at the 
contact between the two units may contribute to sliding but based on visual observations, the 
slide scarps are located at either the slope top or midslope. 
 
Slope processes interact with fluvial processes at the base of the slope. Sediment from slope 
failures that is delivered to the river channel is either carried away by seasonal high flows or 
accumulates in lateral bars that become stabilized by vegetation. At RM 9.2, a right lateral bar 
has developed at the base of the slope and collects sediment and woody material from both 
river and slope processes (see Figures 1, 5 and 6). Based on a review of aerial photographs 
between 1998 and 2019, this bar has been present during most of this period. Between 2002 
and 2005, a failure resulted in some bank-top recession and loss of large trees at the top of the 
slope. The bar has been present in some form since 2012 and has grown upstream and appears 
to be accumulating fluvial material. 
 
Between RM 9.35 and 9.7 (Figure 1), a large right lateral bar has been growing since about 
2002 and stabilized as vegetation became established. This bar also is at the toe of an active 
landslide slope with a side ravine and deep-seated landslide characteristics (King County 
2016). The establishment of these bars on the right bank provides some protection to the slope, 
both from toe erosion by the river and serving as a buttressing feature that stabilizes the slope. 
Overall, these bluffs were found to contribute a minimal volume of sediment to the river 
(bedload) between 2004 and 2016 (King County 2019). An examination of two LiDAR data 
sets taken 10 years apart (2009 and 2019) indicates that bluff retreat at the top of the slope is 
within the error of measurement and georeferencing of the two data sets and is 3 feet horizontal 
or less. 
 
Fluvial Geomorphic Processes 
The White River in the project area occupies a broad alluvial valley flanked by tall, steep valley 
walls and is often referred to as the lower portion of the Canyon Reach (King County 2019). It 
has a steep channel gradient (average about 0.7 percent slope), a meandering to braided 
planform, and carries a high sediment load. The river forms a wide meander bend, flowing 
northwest at the head of the reach and into the project area, bends west and then southwest to 
exit the Canyon Reach onto the White River alluvial fan at about RM 8. The TransCanada 
levee has confined the river since the 1950s to a much narrower active channel area than it 
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occupied prior to levee construction. As a result of natural channel response to the 1906 White 
River avulsion located downstream at the Auburn Wall diversion structure that shortened and 
steepened the river’s course, a knickpoint from the avulsion node has been migrating upstream. 
This knickpoint migration or headcut has resulted in channel bed incision of up to 16 feet since 
the 1906 avulsion (4 to 5 meters; King County 2019). The incision has disconnected the active 
channel from the left bank floodplain, which now forms a forested terrace that locks the river 
against the steep right bank and the TransCanada levee.  
 
In the project reach, the TransCanada levee is situated on top of recent alluvium and forms the 
river’s left bank. The steep valley wall composed of glacial materials forms the right bank. At 
the upstream end of the extant TransCanada levee at about RM 9.3, large angular rock boulders 
eroded from the failed portion of the levee form a 350-foot long boulder cascade that is spread 
across the 125 to 150-foot-wide channel. The boulders provide grade control on the channel 
bed and have scoured a deep pool (estimated to be at least 12 feet deep) at the downstream end 
that is up against the right valley wall. Another boulder cascade formed by remnant levee toe 
and face rock can be seen in the channel at about RM 9.5, but the cascade has been reduced to a 
riffle as the channel has widened, flow has spread across a larger area, and sediment has 
deposited.  
 
Across from the pool a point bar is developed on the left bank on the waterward side of the 
TransCanada levee. Emergent and woody vegetation are establishing on the bar, and the 
channel between the bar edge (at 1,000 cubic feet per second flow) is only about 35 feet wide. 
At the time of our March 2020 site visit, recent sand deposits were observed on the point bar 
and large turbulent upwelling cells were observed in the pool. A small surface water drainage 
channel is cut into the right valley wall at the current impingement location at RM 9.3. Because 
of the presence of this drainage, this area has possibly the highest vulnerability of any location 
on the right bank within the project area because the slope is eroding from both surface runoff 
from above and river forces below. Downstream of the pool the river transitions to a riffle-glide 
bed morphology with additional small pools developed downstream of bars and natural large 
wood jams.  
 
Successive TransCanada levee breaches and left bank erosion occurring since about 1975 have 
resulted in the widening of the active channel. The active channel includes the wetted channel, 
banks, side and back channels, and seasonally vegetated sediment bars. Figure 1 shows channel 
traces from 2002 through 2009 and highlights the major changes in channel configuration that 
have impacted the morphology of the active channel prior to 2002 and following the 2006 and 
2009 flood events. Geomorphic analysis for the TransCanada levee setback Feasibility Study 
(King County 2011) determined that channel expansion or widening is the dominant channel 
migration mode in the reach, versus lateral meander bend growth, translation or avulsion. 
Channel expansion after the 2006 and 2009 flood events that eroded approximately 500 feet 
and 300 feet of levee prism length, respectively, added about 100 feet of active channel width 
(King County 2011). Levee breaching in this reach began prior to 2002, probably in the 1970s, 
when a 580 foot-long levee segment eroded in the vicinity of RM 9.6. The maximum active 
channel width measured in 1955 before the levee was constructed is about 580 feet (King 
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County 2011). The current active channel width downstream of RM 9.3 where the levee is still 
intact ranges between about 150 to 215 feet. 
 
In addition to left bank lateral erosion, lateral bars along the right bank experienced 
downstream and waterward growth, resulting in overall channel expansion following levee 
breaching. The channel positions shown in Figure 1 show that as left lateral bank erosion 
progressed downstream, right lateral bar growth also progressed downstream and riparian 
vegetation expanded on the bars. 
 
Channel Migration 
The City of Auburn has requested an analysis confirming no impacts from channel migration 
will occur downstream resulting from the proposed Project. A channel migration zone (CMZ) 
has not been formally delineated for the White River in the project area. In the absence of CMZ 
analysis, in accordance with ACC 15.68.141 (D), the channel migration zone may be 
designated either as the Special Flood Hazard Area or in accordance with Regional Guidance 
for Hydrologic and Hydraulic Studies in Support of the Model Ordinance for Floodplain 
Management under the National Flood Insurance Program and Endangered Species Act 
(FEMA Region X, 2010). This Regional Guidance document and the Biological Opinion 
recommends using methods outlined in A Framework for Delineating Channel Migration 
Zones (Rapp and Abbe, 2003) as the basis for determining the location of the CMZ. The King 
County CMZ mapping methodology, adopted through a public rule process and codified under 
King County Code chapter 21A-24 uses the Framework and other Ecology guidance for the 
preparation of CMZ mapping. The King County public rule also specifies methods to delineate 
severe and moderate channel migration hazard areas. These CMZ hazard areas are critical areas 
under King County’s land-use regulations.  
 
King County conducted an analysis of natural channel movement for the TransCanada Levee 
Setback Feasibilty Study (King County, 2011). The analysis described channel migration 
modes and characteristics and calculated lateral bank erosion rates but did not produce the 
mapping of the CMZ hazard areas. The purpose of the analysis was to estimate the expected 
channel width if the proposed TransCanada levee setback project was constructed. The channel 
migration analysis is summarized here and a copy of Appendix B that describes the full 
analysis is attached to this memo for reference. The methods used in these analyses of the 
TransCanada levee setback feasibility study and the currently proposed face and toe rock 
removal project both are consistent with the methods outlined in Rapp and Abbe (2003). 
 
The project area is within a reach of the White River that tends to migrate first by channel 
expansion followed by lateral bank migration. Migration by avulsion is less common in this 
river reach, based on the available historical record, and avulsions were common on the alluvial 
fan reach downstream of about RM 8 prior to construction of the Auburn Wall in the early 
1900s. Based on measurements made at transects within the project reach (between about RM 8 
and RM 10.6), the average annual lateral channel migration rate ranges between 16 and 30 feet 
per year. Between 1944 and 1955, the period after Mud Mountain Dam was built and before the 
TransCanada levee was in place, the average later migration rate was 21 feet/year and 25 to 30 
feet/year in the period following levee construction. The lowest measured rate was 16 feet/year 
for the time period 2000-2009, and the river experienced large, episodic channel expansion 
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along several transects in 2006 and 2009 of 255 and 75 feet, respectively. Average channel 
migration rates in the unconstrained reach immediately upstream of the project reach range up 
to 40 feet per year. 
 
Estimating the location of the CMZ using the reach average annual migration rates requires a 
“design life” or period for which the CMZ is calculated. Reviewing the Regional Guidance 
(FEMA 2010) and the Framework (Rapp and Abbe 2003), the CMZ includes the historical 
migration zone (HMZ) plus an erosion hazard area (EHA), the area the channel could occupy 
for the next 100 years. Avulsion hazard areas where the river could jump its bank and occupy a 
new area, and disconnected migration areas – those areas separated from the CMZ by man-
made structures that prevent channel movement – should also be considered. Finally, the 
Regional Guidance (FEMA 2010) recommends using only the severe hazard area that is 
designated by the regulating community, plus an additional 50 feet.  
 
The HMZ for the historical record that is post-construction of Mud Mountain Dam and was 
developed for the Feasibility Study (Figure B-2; King County 2011) is shown in Figure 8. 
Using the lowest reach average lateral migration rate of 16 feet/year and adding 50 feet per the 
Regional Guidance (FEMA 2010), the landward boundary of the severe CMZ hazard area at 
the project site would be approximately 450 feet landward of the current active channel 
boundary which is located approximately at the TransCanada levee toe. Based on this rough 
estimate, the entire project area is within the severe CMZ as are shoreline areas on the left bank 
downstream of the Project. 
 
Geomorphic Process Discussion and Project Implications 
Based on the observations described in the preceding sections, both slope and fluvial 
geomorphic processes are dynamic and interact within the project area. River engagement of 
the slope toe on the steep right bank will affect slope stability and may accelerate some active 
slope processes while other slope processes are unaffected by river forces. The loss of channel 
confinement following the breaching of the TransCanada levee has allowed channel migration 
to occur through floodplain erosion, bar deposition, and overall widening of the active channel 
area. This response to the TransCanada levee breaching beginning in the 1970s may be used to 
predict the geomorphic response to the proposed Project. 
 
The base of the right valley wall is very steep and unvegetated at the water line, indicating 
continuous scour that does not allow vegetation to establish. Failures observed from across the 
river on the slope face within the project area included debris flows and shallow debris slides. 
Based on site observations, the shallow debris slides consist of colluvial failures that appear to 
originate at the top or midslope as the veneer of vegetation and colluvium or weathered soil 
slides over the stronger, underlying parent material. Surface water runoff that carves rills and 
gullies on the slope transports material downslope. The slope toe appears to protrude 
prominently in the slope profile relative to the upper slope, indicating that the material that 
comprises the slope toe is stronger and more resistant to weathering than material that 
comprises the upper slope. Material from small debris slides originating at the toe of the slope 
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accumulate at the base of the slope and exhibit a blocky morphology that is resistant to river 
erosion.  
 
Changes in sediment storage within the active channel impacts channel migration. Material that 
accumulates at the base of the right bank slope protects the slope from toe erosion, induces 
more sediment deposition and woody material accumulation due to reduced velocities, and 
contributes to channel migration toward the opposite bank. Removing the levee toe and face 
rock while leaving the levee prism,which appears to be constructed of native alluvial materials, 
would prevent the development of the boulder cascades that hold the channel in place. 
 
Based on measurements of channel width prior to TransCanada levee construction and after the 
levee was breached, the proposed Project also is likely to cause active channel area expansion. 
Expansion of the active channel area from the current width of 200 feet to about 600 feet may 
be expected in areas following removal of the levee constriction (face and toe rock only). The 
levee prism would remain in the project area and the river would expend energy and shear 
stress eroding the alluvial materials that comprise the levee prism. Based on reach-average, 
measured channel migration rates, and depending on the actual flow events that occur 
following levee face and toe rock removal and subsequent erosion of the levee prism material, 
it is estimated that it will take between 9 and 15 years to reach the maximum channel width 
after completion of the Project (King County 2011). This process should help to alleviate 
channel incision as stream power is directed toward left bank erosion and sediment 
mobilization and transport. 
 
Arrows placed on Figure 1 that have the same color as the corresponding channel year trace 
indicate the point of maximum impingement by river flow on the right bank. The points of 
impingement follow the downstream progression of the left lateral erosion and right lateral bar 
growth, leaving a wider active channel upstream. The dark red arrow near RM 9.35 is the 
current point of impingement where the steep, boulder cascade formed by the rock rip rap from 
the failed TransCanada levee is helping to hold the river bed in place, focusing river flow and 
energy that has formed a deep scour pool at the base of the slope. Removing the toe and face 
rock from the levee will facilitate left bank erosion that will dissipate hydraulic energy, recruit 
sediment and wood to the channel, allow channel expansion, and allow the river to migrate 
downstream of the steep boulder cascade.  
 
The light blue arrow on Figure 1 indicates the approximate location of the point of 
impingement in the years following levee rock removal. As left lateral river bank erosion 
progresses downstream, river impingement on the right bank will be spread out, erosive forces 
will be reduced, and the channel morphology will evolve to a wider active channel with 
increased sediment storage. The rate that the point of impingement migrates downstream will 
depend on the magnitude of seasonally high flows after completion of the Project. 
 
Landslide Risk Analysis 
The primary goal of this risk assessment is to determine potential impacts to areas downstream 
of the proposed Project that plans to remove up to 400 linear feet of levee face and toe rock. Of 
particular concern is understanding if the proposed rock removal could cause changes to the 
direction of hydraulic forces beyond those currently evident in this reach that would increase 
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toe erosion of the right valley slope, resulting in mass wasting and potentially increasing the 
level of risk to properties and structures located at the top of the slope. The existing risk is first 
summarized and then an assessment of potential future risk to right bank property with 
structures situated on top of the valley slope is described. 

Existing Risk  
Based on review of the analyses conducted for the 2011 TransCanada Levee Setback 
Feasibility Study, recent site visits, and other pertinent information, the high right bank slope 
currently is subject to slope stability hazards that pose a risk to property and structures situated 
at the top of the steep slope. The hazards on the right valley slope include slope failure from 
debris slides and debris flows, raveling, and rill and gully development. Previous studies have 
found the rate of bank retreat (as measured from the top of the valley slope) to be low (King 
County 2019; 2011). The distance from top of bluff to the nearest structures is about 120 feet at 
the current point of impingement. The rate of bluff retreat has not been measured but appears to 
be small in the areas upstream of RM 9.1. At RM 9.1 and downstream, highly erodible geologic 
materials underlie the slope and bluff retreat in this area is faster than in upstream areas. An 
analysis of topographic point data from six LiDAR surveys between 2009 and 2019 at four 
locations on the right bank bluff revealed no measurable bluff retreat upstream of RM 9.1 
(Figure 7). 

The presence of failed levee rock in the channel maintains an ongoing erosion hazard directed 
at the right bank. As noted above, structures situated at the top of the slope in this area appear 
to be set back about 120 feet from the bluff edge at this location and the rate of bluff retreat, 
although not specifically known, appears to be low. Therefore, the existing risk from landslide 
hazards to these structures at the top of the bluff also is low. 

Future Risk with Built Project 
If the Project is completed, the river will gradually migrate downstream and set up a new point 
of impingement against the right bank. The nearest structure at the top of the slope is about 72 
feet from the bluff edge at the potential new point of impingement if the Project is built. The 
presence of very dense and cohesive material at the base of the slope at this location is 
anticipated to inhibit toe erosion and maintain the current slope configuration.  

Based on review of the analyses conducted for the TransCanada Levee Setback Feasibility 
Study, the recent site visits, and other pertinent information, it is expected that the future risk to 
right bank private property and structures due to slope failures related to the Project is very low 
or negligible and will not increase with respect to current risk. If the channel responds to the 
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Project as expected, the overall risk to right bank property and structures could be reduced as 
hydraulic forces spread out over the wider floodplain, reducing their impact on the right bank. 

The current trend of downstream meander bend migration without associated slope failures is 
expected to continue in this area because geologic and geomorphic conditions are the same as 
upstream areas where the levee has breached. 

Future Risk, No Action 
River forces associated with significant flood events between 1975 and 2009 were sufficient to 
breach the levee, laterally erode the bank behind the former levee, and progress downstream 
over time. If levee face and toe rock removal are not conducted, it is likely that the river will 
eventually erode away the levee prism and allow the river meander and point of impingement 
on the right bank to migrate downstream. The point of impingement could be focused on the 
right bank by additional angular face and toe rock deposited in the channel. Therefore, future 
risk to right bank structures should be expected to increase over time in a downstream direction 
over current risk. Right bank structures at the current point of impingement should experience a 
slight decrease in risk as the point of impingement migrates downstream and the right lateral 
gravel bar also builds downstream and protects the slope toe. Note that flows high enough to 
erode the levee may not occur until after the current flow control manual deviation for Mud 
Mountain Dam operations has been reversed. 

Channel Migration Risk Analysis 
The current Project and areas downstream within approximately 450 feet of the left bank of the 
active channel currently are at severe risk of erosion by channel migration. The TransCanada 
levee is not structurally capable of preventing channel migration of the White River as 
indicated by breaches that occurred in the 1970s, 2006, and 2009. The levee does not protect a 
sole-source access road, railroad, or state highway, other common criteria for identifying areas 
landward of a flood protection structure as disconnected migration areas. 

Construction of the Project will not change the location of the severe channel migration zone as 
estimated using common, industry standard methods (Rapp and Abbe 2003; FEMA 2010; King 
County Public Rule 21A-24). Consequently, the Project will not increase the risk to property 
downstream from channel migration over existing conditions. The Project is small (removal of 
400 feet of the remaining 2,100 foot long revetment) and impacts will be limited to the King 
County parcel within the severe channel migration time frame (approximately 25-50 years). In 
addition, flows out of Mud Mountain Dam would need to be restored in order to return to flood 
conditions allowed in the 1970s and the 2006-2009 time frames that breached and eroded the 
TransCanada levee. This should be expected to occur sometime in the near future and likely 
restoration of pre-2009 operating conditions at Mud Mountain Dam will be stepped up 
incrementally, allowing time for monitoring and adaptive management if unexpected 
conditions or flood events occur.  

Conclusions and Recommendations 
The existing risk from channel migration and landslide hazards to private property and 
structures on the right bank is low based on the results of this analysis. Property on the left 
bank, including the project site and property immediately downstream on the left bank 
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currently are subject to severe channel migration risk. If the Project is not built (no action 
alternative), the future risk is about the same as the existing risk to these properties and 
structures. Risk to right bank property may increase if the levee is left in place and the river 
continues to erode it slowly while the remainder of the river remains confined by the facility. If 
the Project is built, the future risk to right bank private property and structures will remain low 
and may be less than the existing risk as the river is allowed to access the left floodplain for 
channel migration processes and flooding, reducing the pressure on the right bank. Channel 
migration risk to property on the left bank remains the same as current if the Project is 
constructed. The uncertainty about changes in the landslide and channel migration hazards and 
the risks posed to property in the project area and downstream should be monitored post-
project. 

Post-project monitoring should document the channel response following construction and 
consider any adaptive management actions if risks appear to be higher than expected. 
Monitoring should include annual reviews of available aerial photographs and annual site visits 
to document slope conditions on the right valley wall for the first several years and at least once 
after any significant flood events. Potential adaptive management measures should be 
developed to evaluate and address any unforeseen slope stability and/or channel migration 
issues. Adaptive management may include removing additional levee material to allow the 
river to migrate away from the right bank, removing additional levee face and toe rock to allow 
downstream channel migration of the meander bend apex (point of impingement), or capital 
project development to reduce flood and flood-related risks to downstream areas.  
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Figure 3: Right valley slope geology at RM 9.1. River flow is from right to left. 
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Figure 4: Right valley slope geology at RM 9.3. River flow is from Right to left. Dark, linear patches in Qss 
are emergent groundwater in sandier layers. 
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Figure 5: River flow direction from right to left. Right valley slope failure types at RM 9.2. Colluvial debris 
flow at right; debris flow with fan and blocky failure at center right; slab erosion center left. Right lateral 
bar with woody material accumulated at toe of slope, providing erosion protection and minor buttressing to 
the slope. Structures visible on horizon at slope top. 
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Figure 6: View upstream along right valley slope showing steep profile of in-place geologic materials, flow 
coming toward viewer. Right lateral bar at the slope toe with accumulated woody material and emergent 
vegetation is visible in the top center left to center right. 
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Figure 7. Slope profiles over 10 years of LiDAR topographic data collection at four locations. Note no 
vertical exaggeration in profiles, vertical scale = horizontal scale. Profile 1 illustrates prominent profile of 
erosion-resistant glacial material at slope toe. Profile 4 illustrates bank top recession of highly-erodible 
glacial outwash sand and gravel at upper slope. This material is not present in the other three slope profiles. 
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Figure 8. Historical channel zone (also called historical migration zone, HMZ) for the project reach and 
upstream. Reproduced Figure B-2 from King County, 2011. Yellow star is project site location and 
approximate extent. 
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Appendix B: Natural Channel Movement (channel migration) 
Analyses 
 
B.1 METHODS 
 
Existing information was used to describe likely channel migration modes and characteristics 
sufficient for the feasibility-level analyses and evaluations in this study. No comprehensive 
Channel Migration Zone (CMZ) study was prepared for this feasibility study.  The potential for 
additional, more detailed channel migration analyses to be prepared subsequent to this feasibility 
study is discussed in this appendix. 
 
The main modes of channel migration that may affect the project area and the adjoining 
upstream and downstream White River reaches include lateral channel migration, channel 
expansion and channel avulsion. The primary method by which to quantify existing channel 
migration extents and rates along the project area and the adjoining reaches is to document 
historical channel locations and their changes through time.  
 
Lateral channel migration 
Historical channel locations on the Lower White River from approximate River Mile (RM) 5.5 to 
RM 29 have been georeferenced and plotted by Collins and Sheikh (2004) in a Geographic 
Information System (GIS) and lateral rates of channel migration were calculated at time intervals 
of approximately every 5 to 10 years based on aerial photos from 1931 through 2000, plus early 
maps dating to the 1860s. The river mileage system used by Collins and Sheikh (2004) differs, 
by about a half mile, from the river mileage system used in this report, which is based on 
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (2009). Collins and Sheikh (2004) identified six river segments 
within their overall study length that proceed upstream from the upstream end of the White River 
alluvial fan at about RM 7.6. White River Segments 1 and 2 are relevant to this feasibility study.  
The TransCanada site resides within Segment 1, which includes about three RMs from near the 
R Street Bridge (RM 7.6) to the Williams pipeline crossing (RM 10.6). Segment 2, which 
includes about 0.8 miles of the once-leveed reach from RM 10.6 to about RM 11.4, also provides 
information relevant for this TransCanada feasibility study (Figure B-1). The methods of Collins 
and Sheikh (2004) were used in this study to document, in GIS, the channel locations in 2005, 
2007 and 2009 through White River Segments 1 and 2. Lateral average annual channel migration 
rates were calculated for the periods 2000-2005, 2005-2007, 2007-2009 and 2000-2009 in 
Segment 1. 
 
Lateral channel migration rates that occurred during flow conditions and channel constraints 
similar to those likely to exist after completion of a TransCanada levee removal project would be 
most representative for use in this evaluation, e.g., after completion of the Mud Mountain Dam 
in 1948 and whenever levees are not in place (either before their construction or after their 
breach).  
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Figure B-1. Lower White River along TransCanada site showing River Segments 1 and 2 and valley transects (from Collins and 
Sheikh 2004). 

River Segment 1 

River Segment 2 
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Channel expansion 
Lateral channel migration may be less relevant for this project site, based on evidence of channel 
expansion in response to removal or loss of confining levees. Channel expansion is a form of 
natural channel movement or channel migration. The White River channel has expanded 
markedly in the past when unconstrained by levees in river Segments 1 and 2, after which the 
river has assumed a braided or multi-thread channel morphology. Therefore, in addition to 
considering lateral channel migration extents and rates, it also is necessary characterize the area 
that may be affected by channel expansion under post-project conditions.   
 
On the site scale, relevant information is gleaned from the recent channel expansion erosion 
episodes that occurred in the 2005-2007 and 2007-2009 periods at the cross section at RM 9.477 
within the TransCanada project site. Aerial photographs bracketing these periods allow 
measurement of the down-valley and lateral dimensions of areas eroded during these episodes.  
A channel expanding episode would occur abruptly, likely during one flood event. The rate of 
channel expansion would be very high over a short period of time, as opposed to a uniform 
average annual lateral migration rate.   
 
On the river reach (or segment) scale, the Active Channel Width (ACW) in any given photo year 
can be measured at each of the cross-valley transects of Collins and Sheikh (2004) and averaged 
for that year. For a potential levee removal project at the TransCanada site, the ACWs in 
Segments 1 and 2 in the year 1955 should be representative of conditions after a TransCanada 
levee modification project is in place because the 1955 ACW post-dates dam completion in 1948 
and pre-dates levee construction. The TransCanada levee is estimated as being constructed by 
1959. Similarly, all five photo-years from 1980 to 2000 in Segment 2 should be representative 
because the Segment 2 left bank levees were breached during that period. 
 
 Channel avulsion 
An avulsion is an abrupt shift of the main channel flow, partly or entirely, to a different location.  
The avulsion route typically is an existing former channel, side channel, or floodplain channel or 
slough.  Multiple side channels and floodplain sloughs are documented in the lower White River 
through the TransCanada project area (Collins and Sheikh 2004) and abrupt channel shifting is 
common in a braided channel morphology. Channel migration zone (CMZ) mapping methods 
currently used in King County CMZ studies and maps assume an existing side channel to be a 
likely avulsion route if the side channel has a direct connection to the main channel, diverges in a 
downstream direction from the main channel, and allows access of flow by frequent flood events 
through the side channel (Perkins 1996). These same criteria are used in evaluating the 
likelihood of avulsion for the TransCanada project alternatives. Rapp and Abbe (2003) 
recommend consideration of similar characteristics in assessing the potential for avulsion.   
 
Historical Channel Zone    
The White River channel has assumed a braided or multi-channel morphology following channel 
expansion in recent examples near to the TransCanada site, including in Segment 2 since the 
1980s. Recognizing that channel migration will continue after initial channel expansion, an 
indication of future channel migration of the braided channel can be inferred from past 
movement of the active channel by considering the Historical Channel Zone, or HCZ (Collins 
and Sheikh 2004). The HCZ is a planview composite of active channel outlines from different 
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historical times, drawn either from historical aerial photos or maps. The HCZ is nearly identical 
to the Historical Migration Zone (HMZ) of Rapp and Abbe (2003) and the Historical Channel 
Occupation Tract (HCOT) of GeoEngineers (2003). While the most complete HCZ would be 
based on channels mapped from all available historical sources, such an HCZ on the White River 
would depict some periods that are not representative of conditions after a levee removal project.   
 
B.2. RESULTS 
 
Lateral channel migration: 
Average annual lateral channel migration rates during various time periods are summarized in 
Table B-1. The average annual lateral channel migration rate through all of Segment 1 from 
1944-1959, which is at least partly post-dam and pre-levee, was 25 ft/yr. The average annual 
lateral channel migration rate within Segment 1 along only the TransCanada site from 1944-1959 
was 21 ft/yr. The average annual lateral channel migration for Segment 2 from 1980 to 2000 
(i.e., from when the levees were breached to the last year of the Collins and Sheikh study) was 
40 ft/yr. Therefore, a range for the average annual lateral channel migration rate that could be 
considered representative of post-project conditions on the TransCanada site is between 25 ft/yr 
and 40 ft/yr. 
 
The Segment 1 average annual rate from 2000-2009 was 16 ft/yr. However, the levees in 
Segment 1 during this time were largely intact, so this rate likely would not be considered 
representative of conditions after removal of the TransCanada levee. 
 
Table B-1. Lower White River channel migration rates relevant to the TransCanada site, 
including calculated average annual rates of lateral channel migration and estimated episodic 
erosion rates by channel expansion.  
           Average annual lateral channel migration rate   
White           Episodic erosion: 
River [Note A] [Note B] Average Average Average  channel expansion 

Segment 
1944-
1955 

1955-
1959 

1944-
1959 

1980-
2000 

2000-
2009 

2005-
2007 

2007-
2009 

or RM (ft/yr) (ft/yr) (ft/yr) (ft/yr) (ft/yr) feet Feet 

                
Segment 1 21 30 25   16     
                
Segment 2 32 22 23 40       
TransCanada               
RM 8.9-9.6 10 31 21         
Xsection at             
RM 9.477           255 75 

Notes:        
A: Mud Mountain Dam was completed in 1948. 
B: 1959 is the first aerial photo year in which levee is visible in Segments 1 and 2. 

RM 8.9-9.6 River Miles along TransCanada site. 
RM 9.477 Cross section within TransCanada site at which episodic erosion occurred. 
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Channel expansion 
Channel expansion from 2005-2007 and 2007-2009 at cross section 9.477 provides recent and 
local information relevant to potential future channel expansion within the project site, with an 
increase in ACW of about 255 feet and 75 feet in the two periods, respectively (Table B-1).   
 
ACWs both on the river reach (segment) scale and site scale in Segments 1 and 2 during 
representative timeframes are summarized in Table B-2. In 1955 (post-dam and pre-levee), the 
average ACW was 624 feet in Segment 1 and 561 feet in Segment 2. In the 1980-2009 period in 
Segment 2, where the left bank levee had breached, the ACW ranged from 581 feet to 830 feet.  
The Segment 2 average of ACWs during that period was 678 feet and the 2009 ACW of 
Segment 2 in 2009 was about 600 feet. The 2009 ACW was 607 feet at cross section 9.477 (in 
Segment 1), which is where channel expansion episodes had occurred during 2005-2007 and 
2007-2009 periods within the TransCanada site (Figure 4-1).   
 
 
Table B-2. Lower White River Active Channel Widths (ACWs) relevant to an unconfined 
TransCanada site 

White 
River 

Segment 
or RM 

  
1955 
ACW 

(ft) 

  
1980 
ACW 

(ft) 

  
1985 
ACW 

(ft)

  
1989 
ACW 

(ft)

  
1995 
ACW 

(ft)

  
2000 
ACW 

(ft)

  
2009
ACW

(ft)

Average of 
values from 
1980-2000 

(ft) 

Segment 1 624               
Segment 2 561 713 830 672 673 581 601 678 

TransCanada 
RM 8.9-9.6 435               

Xsec at RM 
9.477             607   

 
These various measurements suggest the potential range of an unconfined ACW in this part of 
the White River.  An ACW of about 600 feet  could  be representative of a post-project 
unconfined condition (i.e. levee prism and rock armor removed) along TransCanada because that 
is the width that formed most recently at cross section 9.477 and that is the ACW of the most 
recent measurements throughout Segment 2. 
 
The average ACW measured from the year 2000 active channel outline (Collins and Sheikh 
(2004), not shown here) through all of Segment 1, where most levees were intact, including 
along the TransCanada site, was  about 230 feet.  The difference between an unconfined ACW of 
600 feet and a confined, leveed ACW of 230 feet is about 370 feet. The following calculations 
are based on assumptions that migration proceeds at a uniform average annual rate of 25 ft/yr to 
40 ft/yr (per Table B-1) and furthermore that the channel moves by lateral migration.   
 If Alternative 2 were implemented and only the face rock was removed it would take about 

nine to 15 years to migrate through the remaining 370-foot distance of width from the 
present 230-foot ACW to an unconfined ACW of 600 feet. 

 If Alternative 3 were implemented, its excavation of about 90 feet landward into the 
floodplain would result in an average ACW of 330 feet at project completion. The remaining 
270 feet of a 600-foot unconfined ACW could be traversed in as little as seven years to as 
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much as 11 years, at the average lateral migration rate of 25 ft/yr to 40 ft/yr. Another 
perspective is that the levee prism excavation component of Alternative 3 essentially would 
jumpstart the lateral migration process by as little as about two years to as much as four 
years compared to Alternative 2.  

 
Historic Channel Zone (HCZ): 
The composite of historical channel locations in Segments 1 and 2, i.e., the HCZ, was assembled 
through different timeframes to provide information regarding potential future channel 
migration. HCZs are shown in the following figures and their average widths are summarized in 
Table B-3. HCZs covering different periods have different levels of relevance regarding a levee 
removal project along the TransCanada site. While the 1959-2009 period (Figure B-2) is entirely 
post-dam, it also includes levees in place through most of the period in Segment 1.  The 1980-
2009 period (Figure B-3) in Segment 2 is post-dam with breached levees, so it may be most 
relevant to the TransCanada project. The 1931-2009 HCZ (Figure B-4) encompasses periods and 
conditions not representative to this analysis (i.e., both pre-dam and intact levee conditions), but 
is included for comparison purposes. Similarly, multiple channels that apparently flowed across 
and split the TransCanada site, evident in historic maps from mid-1800s to early 1900s but not 
shown here, would not represent current conditions relevant to this analysis. 
 
 
Table B-3. Lower White River Historical Channel Zone (HCZ) widths from time periods that 
may inform consideration of channel migration along an unconfined TransCanada site. 

    
 Historical Channel Zone width 
(feet)   

  
Segment 

1 
Segment 

2
Segment 

1&2   
Period   (n=20) (n=5) (n=25) Comment 
1959-2009 mean 465 1197 612 Post-dam, with levees 

in place.   median 509 1129 530
1980-2009 mean 404 1187 561 Post-dam. Levee 

breaches in Segment 
2.   median 410 1077 506

1931-2009 mean 1063 1574 1165 Full photo period. 
Both pre-dam and 
post-dam.   median 1134 1570 1162

Note: n = the number of locations at which the HCZ width was measured in each Segment. 
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Figure B-2. Lower White River Historical Channel Zone (HCZ) based on historical channels from 1959 through 2009.  Average HCZ 
width through River Segments 1 and 2 is approximately 600 feet. 

River Segment 1 

River Segment 2 
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Figure B-3. Lower White River Historical Channel Zone (HCZ) based on historical channels from 1980 through 2009.  Average HCZ 
width through Segment 2 is approximately 1200 feet. 

River Segment 1 

River Segment 2 
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Figure B-4. Lower White River Historical Channel Zone (HCZ) based on historical channels from 1931 through 2009.  Average HCZ 
width through Segments 1 and 2 is approximately 1165 feet. 

River Segment 1 

River Segment 2 
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Discussion 
Existing information from sources including recent channel expansion and ACWs from 
relevant timeframes suggest a width of 600 feet as a potential extent of channel expansion 
following removal of confining levees, within White River Segments 1 and 2. The 612-
foot average (Table B-3) width of the 1959-2009 HCZ in Segment 1 and 2 is similar to 
that dimension, but the widespread existence of intact levees suggests that it is not a 
representative of conditions absent levees. The 1187-foot average width of the 1980- 
2009 Segment 2 HCZ (Table B-3) may be more representative of unconfined conditions 
after a levee removal project at the TransCanada project site. But in order to make a 
specific prediction of future channel migration along the TransCanada project site, other 
controlling factors (e.g., geology, soils, channel gradient, valley confinement, etc.), as 
well as potential migration beyond the HCZ, would need to be considered on the river 
reach scale in both Segment 1 and Segment 2. Until such a comprehensive analysis is 
conducted, the extent of future channel migration on the TransCanada site cannot be 
specifically delineated. 
 
Future channel migration  
Future channel migration may occur beyond a representative ACW or HCZ. It may be 
necessary for a more specific characterization of future channel migration to be 
conducted as part of subsequent design phases for this project. Information that should be 
considered when characterizing future channel migration (in addition to historical 
channel locations and movement) should recognize or include the following: 

 
 Existing site, reach and basin-scale conditions that may affect channel migration, 

including: 
 Geology and soils  
 Sediment trends in the area 
 Vertical relationship between channel and adjacent lands 

 Connectivity of channel to floodplain 
 Degree of and trends in channel incision 

 Large wood occurrence and flux 
 Basin-scale controls on or alterations to sediment and flow regimes, and their 

potential changes through time 
 Cumulative likely future channel migration by various modes, including: 

 Lateral channel migration  
 Potential geotechnical or slope stability conditions relevant to channel 

migration 
 Channel expansion 
 Channel avulsion 
 Migration of the entire braided channel corridor 
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